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Canadian Hospital Specialties in Burlington lacked proper dock lights at several positions 
and turned to Northern Dock Systems for our expertise in equipment installation and the 
superior dock lighting solutions we offer. Our team installed 14 Versa Lights LED dock 
lights at positions 13-20 and 30-35.

The Versa Light sets itself apart from other dock lights by providing full illumination for 
a 53' trailer, unlike competing lights that only partially cover the area due to their narrow 
focus. This is achieved through the use of bright yet soft LED light that disperses the light 
widely while being gentle on the eyes. In contrast to harsh and blinding spotlights that 
other dock lights use. Additionally, the LED light is low voltage, making it energy efficient.

Furthermore,the Versa Light features a 360° flexible tube, allowing it to be easily 
positioned and flexed to any angle. Other dock lights use a swing style, making it hard to 
position them in the correct spot. In addition, the flexible tube and housing of the Versa 
Light are strong enough to withstand accidental impacts from forklifts and doors.

In terms of maintenance, the Versa Light is designed for minimal upkeep. It includes a 
built-in fan to prevent overheating. Furthermore, the LED light bulbs boast an impressive 
expected lifespan of 85,000 hours.
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Versa Light
LED Dock Light

 � Energy efficient low 
voltage LED bulb.

 � Fully illuminates the 
backside of a 53′ 
trailer.

 � Easily position with 
flexible tube.

 � Withstands impacts.

 Energy savings Workplace productivity Improve safety  Easy operation
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